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The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 3156 - 3157

Several members of the Holy Gold Mercenary Group said sincerely.

And there was no Levi Garrison who fell into such a crisis, so the lion opened his mouth.

“And we suggest that Mr. Ye should hire the strongest hiring team at such a time of crisis!
Although the price is sky-high, it can keep more of your resources! No matter how you count
it, you are not at a loss!”

Several people said again.

In fact, they have long wanted to find Levi Garrison.

Because the bounty is very tempting.

However, it is difficult for them to find detoxification methods and magic medicines.

Where there is a murder to protect people refreshing.

So they have been waiting, and now finally the opportunity has come.

Run quickly.

The other eight hiring groups were also waiting, and they negotiated that the Holy Gold
Hiring Group would come to discuss first.

The three stared at Levi Garrison.

Waiting for Levi Garrison’s answer.

“No need! What can the Apocalypse Empire do to me?”
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Levi Garrison subconsciously refused.

The expressions of the three of them changed.

After all, the reward is nothing…

“Mr. Ye seems to have compromised his fate, so let’s say goodbye…”

The mercenary group acts decisively.

Levi Garrison refused, and they just left.

“Wait!”

Levi Garrison suddenly thought of something and stopped the three of them.

The eyes of the three of them shone fiercely.

“I need you somewhere! Call everyone you know, I can pay any amount of money! And call
the strongest mercenary team too!”

Levi Garrison said.

This made the three of them extremely excited.

“Mr. Ye is trying to prove that we are not liars! We will pay you after we have sold your life!
When that time comes, we will keep some resources for you, and we will be able to take the
payment with peace of mind!”

The three started talking.

“But the rules of the strongest hiring group are different! They have high prices, and the
rules are dead. They must pay half of the salary before they can do it!”

These people hesitated.
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Seeing that Levi Garrison’s face changed slightly, they immediately said: “But in our
mercenary world, we are all about integrity! The strongest mercenary group should be more
honest! They won’t lie to people when they take the task!”

“Let’s do it! I’ll pay you half of it! Just listen to my arrangement! You can arrange it, Old Hei!”

After Levi Garrison finished speaking, he left.

The Dark Doctor and the Brain of God have actually realized Levi Garrison’s intentions.

Only the three looked excited.

Then I immediately went to contact other hiring groups.

It was still rumored that Levi Garrison had a deal with the employment organization.

Known by the Apocalypse Empire.

“Hahaha… Levi Garrison, you are really stubborn! You actually found a hiring organization to
protect your resources!”

“But against more than 900 gods and countless powerhouses in my Apocalypse Empire! No
amount of hiring organizations will do!”

“I heard that even the strongest doomsday mercenary group in the mercenary world has
been dispatched? But what’s the use?”

“How many come, how many we kill!!!”

Of course, the Apocalypse Empire is not afraid.

Various tactics were also developed.

Not to mention occupying all Levi Garrison’s resources at that time.

It is also necessary to wipe out these employment organizations.
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Although these hired organizations lived the days of licking blood on the knife’s edge.

But in fact, each is rich and oily.

After all, high risk comes with high reward.

The Apocalypse Empire also wants to fight these mercenary groups.

Apocalypse Empire will also stare at Levi Garrison to see what foreign aid he will invite next.

Not what they expected.

Someone really came to Levi Garrison.

Actively become foreign aid.

These are the top ten forces, and they all offered rewards to Levi Garrison.

For example, take out half of the resources and tell the secrets of the resources.

Then they helped Levi Garrison to tide over the difficulties, and they went to fight against the
Tianqi Empire.

Although the Apocalypse Empire is powerful, it will not go all out with similar forces.

However, these were all rejected by Levi Garrison one by one.

They are not needed.

The need to hire a group is their intention.

Three days passed quickly.

The time set by the Apocalypse Empire has come…

“Let’s go, I’m going to the Apocalypse Empire to kill…”
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The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 3157

Levi Garrison, who was guarding Levilia, stood up suddenly, as if thunder and lightning were
raging in his eyes.

A killing intent spread directly.

Even the beasts in the surrounding forbidden areas felt it.

One by one, they ran away in fright.

The two doctors in the dark were also shocked.

“Also notify those hiring groups! Let them stand by outside Tianqi City! Listen to my
arrangements!”

Levi Garrison said coldly.

“Okay, understand!”

Doctor Dark went to arrange it immediately.

Soon after, the three traveled to the Apocalypse Empire in an aircraft.

Levilia and Icebed are also in the aircraft.

When Levilia is by his side, Levi Garrison is relieved.

On the other side, the Holy Gold Hire Group, which was ready, received the message.

Tell the information to thirteen other hiring organizations, including the strongest hiring
group – Doomsday.
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Among them, the strength of the eight employment organizations and the Holy Gold
Employment Group is not much checked.

There are several gods leading the team, and the others are also capable of fighting, and
they have the power to fight with the gods.

The remaining four employment organizations are actually the younger brothers of the
doomsday employment group, and there are no gods in charge, but they are all powerful and
can fight against the gods in a short period of time.

All members of the most terrifying doomsday mercenary group are god-level!

This is the strength of the strongest mercenary army!

The gods they have are estimated to be comparable to those of many countries.

And their gods are all polished in the tempering of life and death.

Stronger than ordinary gods, even much stronger.

When there is a task, they do it.

When there is no mission, they are all exploring the forbidden area, fighting with beasts in
the forbidden area…

So they fight more terribly.

This time to take over the task of Levi Garrison, there will be thirty gods who will take action.

And this is not the real strength of the doomsday mercenary group.

Everyone guessed – their real strength should have more than fifty gods.

Unlike other desperate mercenary groups.

They are too powerful, and few missions can get them all out.
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Therefore, they will retain a part of their strength, that is, stay behind.

Of course, only the doomsday mercenary group has this strength to stay behind.

Other employment organizations are all dead and alive, and other people who come from
will stay behind.

“Huh? Go directly to Apocalypse City in Apocalypse Empire?”

After all the hiring organizations received the message, the first reaction was this…

What is Levi Garrison going to do? ? ?

At this time, the deadline for the Apocalypse Empire has come.

Shouldn’t Levi Garrison escape?

While running away, transfer resources.

And then get all their hired organizations to start escorting him?

Why did you go directly to Tianqi City?

That is the most dangerous place!

As an employment organization, they are also extremely well-informed.

According to the information they got-

The Apocalypse Empire has gathered all the gods, whether they go out to practice or retreat.

The rest of the countless powerhouses also gathered.

Right in Tianqi City.

Isn’t Levi Garrison going to Tianqi City to fight them head-on?
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In other words, to find death!

An idea was born in everyone’s mind – did Levi Garrison go to accept his fate? Take the
initiative to hand over the resources, and then tell the secrets of the resources?

But not right!

If he accepts his fate!

Why hire so many hiring organizations?

Isn’t that contradicting itself?

And they have heard the deeds of Levi Garrison.

Knowing that this is a person who is arrogant to the core!

It’s also unbelievably stubborn!

There is no way he will surrender!

Even if he dies!

Plus hired them again.

The description is by no means fatal!

He should have other plans.

What are you going for?

they do not know!

But the task given to them is to go to Apocalypse City, then they will go.
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